04-27-17 Are Sanctuary cities a States right? by Dustin Houghton
This is a serious social political correctness nightmare as we watch
mislabeling of and grouping resident and present Mexico nationals as illegal
immigrants in the assertion that we can deal with the group as a group rather than
on a case by case or person to person basis. Most so called illegal immigrants
never were immigrants because they never meant to stay and settle here, A large
majority of these Mexican nationals would be able to claim a refugee status if they
wanted to have a lawful rite to sanctuary. That being said, any USA city or state
that seeks to go around the process of giving sanctuary via refuge and our refugee
programs is ignoring the cold fact that a so called "sanctuary city" as a place
that accepts non citizen foreign nationals who by overstaying visas and illegally
crossing our boarder were able to establish meek livings and take from our local
communities to give to their impoverished families back in Mexico and south
American nations. Those are the more innocent as the faces of rape and death follow
the Mexican national gangs such as the Laraza, our president is right to shed light
on the victims of Mexico's guerrilla war on our American streets and it is not my
belief that providing refuge for non-eligible non-refugee foreign nationals falls
into a states rights issue as; we have laws in place to provide a due process to
the deportation of foreign nationals and the sanctuary of refugees in federal law.
Like my mother used to say, when I would wine about the overreach of authority; You
should not be afraid if you have no-thing to hide from authority, when you have nothing to hide there will be no-thing to find. Although principally flawed by the
classical "frame-up" ,that concept however; begs to show that if you are a foreign
national who broke laws to be here you have something to hide and the places that
you can hide are quickly fading.
UPDATE 04-29-17
The script has been flipped from the police state protest rhetoric of only a
few short years ago. Even Alex Jones has been all over the road and in this
sanctuary city dilemma. Don't federalize police when Obama is in office or in the
case of drugs? but some of the same people make sure they are federalized when we
have President Trump and Jeff Sessions in a crusade to round up criminal foreign
nationals and other non citizens? When Mr. President? when will we be free? When
you have taken my right as a resident citizen to have a say with my vote that I
wouldn't get locked up for a little weed in my state by my local city and state law
enforcement? When the police in Colorado are federalized we as residents and state
citizens have no real enforcement for or sovereignty over the liberties of the law
we would expect as a united state of America Colorado.
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